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ANIMATION VOICEOVERS:

AUDIO SYNCED TO YOUR VIDEO


$30 per minute of animation 
($50 minimum on audio under 2 minutes) 

My voiceover services includes dialogue 
and verbal erotic sounds such as sighs, 
breaths, moans, simulated oral sex, 
orgasms, to naturally match your video.  
All delivered in a single audio file that is 
tightly synced with your animation. 

You likely realize how time consuming it is 
to painstakingly try to sync audio to video 
during post-production. I strive to make 
this easier for you by syncing my audio as 
tightly as possible before I send it to you. 
This is part of my service so you aren’t left 
struggling to match the timing. I provide 
you with a single finished audio track that 
can be dropped directly into your video.

NON-ANIMATED VOICEOVERS:

NARRATION - VIDEO GAMES - ETC 


 

Separated Lines & Sound Packs 

$2 per short exclamations (1-3 words)  
$4 per average line (length 4-15 words)  
 $4 Erotic Sexual Sounds (under 15 sec) 

Each line saved as a separate audio file 
using the naming scheme you provide, so 
it can be dropped into your game engine. 

 Full Script in a Single Audio File 
$0.20 per word for full script 

$4 per 15 seconds Erotic Sexual Sounds 

Entire script provided in a single audio file, 
fully cleaned and edited. Includes a single 
take, but multiple takes/variations can be 
requested in advance when ordering, for 
an additional cost of $0.05 per word. 

PRIVATE COMMISSIONS 

OF SCRIPTED XXX AUDIOS


 

Patreon/Gumroad Catalog 
$0.10/word (*Patreon Friendly) 

+$5/minute of Verbal Sex Sounds 
Applies to scripts that I choose to release 
on Patreon/Gumroad. I review the script’s 
content/writing style to determine if it will 
be released online or “For Your Ears Only”. 

"For Your Ears Only” 
$0.15-0.20/word (explained in quote) 

+$10/minute of Verbal Sex Sounds 
For scripts I choose not to release online, or 
that you have requested that I keep private.  
(I may quote you a lower rate if your script is 
simply personalized with your name, if you 
agree to allow me create a de-personalized 
version as well for release in my catalog.) 

Commission Terms & Conditions 

Minimum Charges - Minimum per recording session is $50 for commercial and personal projects. If you only need a 
few lines or your animation is under 2 minutes, my fee is simply rounded up to $50. I prefer working on longer, more 
substantial projects, and unfortunately very short recording sessions for micro-projects aren’t the best use of my time. 

Payments - Payment is due upfront to secure a place on my recording schedule. I accept CashApp (US & UK Only);  
Single Patreon pledges (billed instantly, then simply cancel to prevent re-billing); Credit card tips on SubscribeStar;  
Bitcoin; and at times, Amazon.com E-gift cards.  (I do not accept PayPal. They prohibit transactions for NSFW services.) 

Retakes - Anything that is my mistake will be re-recorded at no cost. If you change the script after it is recorded, I will 
charge you to record any new lines. Also, it’s generally recommend that if you have a particular style of voice in mind, 
that you provide a YouTube video as a voice guide for the VA to listen to for reference before accepting your project. 

Commercial Casting Credit - When hiring me to voice your project, please credit me as “VoiceLikeCandy” in social 
media posts, release announcements, and in on-screen credits if your project has them. I would love it if you also link 
to my Patreon, my Twitter, or my website VoiceLikeCandy.com, as it helps fans and other creators locate me.  Thanks! 

Special Terms for Orange Column - I offer a lower rate on Patreon Friendly commissions because I earn additional 
income by reselling these recordings on my Patreon and Gumroad as part of my XXX catalog. By accepting this rate, 
you agree to grant me exclusive rights to resell the audio version of your script, and promise not to leak the audio 
online, which would diminish it’s value and my ability to resell it. To qualify, the script must not violate Patreon’s TOS:  
“We have zero tolerance when it comes to the glorification of sexual violence which includes bestiality, rape, and child 
exploitation (sexualized depiction of minors). This is true for illustrated, animated, or any other type of creations. 
Patreon reserves the right to review and remove accounts that violate this guideline. We also do not allow other fringe 
sexual fetish creations, such as incest, necrophilia, or fetishes that is hard to distinguish from non-consensual sex.” 

For scripts that include any of these prohibited topics, I will quote a “For Your Ears Only” rate based on the severity of 
the language and content depicted within, if I choose to accept the commission. I will review the script, decide if I want 
to proceed, and then offer you an appropriate price quote. With the “For Your Ears Only” rate, I will never distribute your 
audio, but understand that means neither may you. It is considered personal, for your enjoyment only.  The discounted 
rates in the orange column may not be applied to any projects which you intend to release online in any type of public, 
free, or commercial capacity. If it shows up online, I will assume you leaked it, because it is sent only to you. 
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